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IMAP is pleased to announce that Czech modular container
manufacturer, IMECON Containers, acquired 100% of the shares of
its competitor, PEGAS Container. By acquiring PEGAS, IMECON
becomes the largest manufacturer in the Czech market, which
traditionally plays an important role in supplying EU countries.
Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

BUILDING PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Established in 2001, PEGAS Container manufactures steel frame
based modular containers, as well as larger modular buildings built
from such containers, which represent light, alternative solutions
to traditional buildings. Customers include both municipalities and
companies from the private sector. The company generated €17.4
million in revenues in 2018.
IMECON Containers was founded in 1999 by local entrepreneurs
and later acquired by a private equity fund in 2016. It also
manufactures steel frame based modular containers and larger
modular buildings. By acquiring PEGAS, the owning PE house is
continuing its buy and build strategy.
The IMAP Czech Republic team advised PEGAS Container
ownership throughout the entire transaction process and in doing
so, successfully completed its third sale mandate in the containers
manufacturing industry.
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IMAP is an International Mergers and Acquisitions Partnership, with 450 M&A professionals and a presence in 42 countries. IMAP has
closed over 2,100 transactions valued at $90 billion in the last 10 years and is consistently ranked among the world’s top ten M&A advisors
for mid-market transactions (Thomson Reuters). IMAP advises primarily mid-sized companies and their shareholders on sales and
acquisitions globally, providing clients with entrepreneurial, unbiased advice and successfully helping them achieve their objectives.

